Dear Market Participant,

The Project has recently confirmed that the technical readiness of CWE FB Market Coupling project is foreseen for end of March 2015. In the light of CWE NRAs' latest information regarding delay of final approval of the CWE Flow-Based methodology (now foreseen for the 23rd of April 2015), the impact on the go-live date is currently assessed. The project partners will inform market parties as soon as a new target date has been decided on.

To guide market participants through the last preparation steps before the go-live, the CWE FB MC project partners are pleased to invite you to the last CWE FB MC Market Forum which will be held on 6th of March 2015 at MERCURE Paris CDG Roissy Airport.

**Agenda:**

9:30: Registration and Coffee

10:00-11:15: Readiness for Go-live
- Look back on external parallel run
- Project readiness – latest achievements time planning until Go-live
- Market preparation – additional data publication and member tests

11:15-11:45: Coffee break

11:45-13:00: Final data publication framework and procedures for FB MC
- Data publication framework under FB MC
- Recapitulation of operational procedures

13:00-14:00: Lunch

14:00-15:00: Post Go-live discussions
- Adequacy study follow-up
- Additional data publication
- Stakeholders involvement

15:00-15:30: NRAs approval status

15:30-16:00: Implementation of Financial Transmission Rights in CWE region

16:00-16:30: Q&A
Please consider that this Market Forum will build upon previous documentation and workshops notably about theoretical fundaments of the FB methodology.

All relevant documentation related to the CWE FB MC implementation is available on the CASC website under following link: http://www.casc.eu/en/Resource-center/CWE-Flow-Based-MC/Documentation

In order to best prepare, project partners advise participants to have a deeper look into the presentations of the last sessions in June 2014: http://www.casc.eu/media/20140623_CWE%20FB%20MC%20Market%20Forum_final.pdf

Please confirm your attendance before 25th February by completing the registration form on https://fr.surveymonkey.com/s/78XHKNY. If you have any question regarding the logistics of this event, you can contact us via e-mail to mkgteam@rte-france.com or telephone: + 33 1 41 02 22 48.

We look forward to welcoming you in Paris!

Best Regards,

CWE Flow-Based Market Coupling project partners
Venue details:

MERCURE PARIS CHARLES DE GAULLE AIRPORT & CONVENTION
Roissypôle Ouest – BP 20248
95713 ROISSY CDG Cedex - FRANCE

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE « CDG VAL Airport Shuttle » from 4am to 1am - 7 days a week

HÔTEL STATION:
Station « PARC PR »

TERMINAL « 1 »:
Free shuttle bus Mercure from 05:30 to midnight then on query
Station « Terminal 1 »

TERMINAL « 2 » & STATION « TGY »:
Station « Terminal – Gare » between T2D – T2F

TERMINAL « 3 » & STATION « RER B »:
Station « Aeroport CDG 1 »

NEW AT PARIS CDG AIRPORT: CDGVAL, A NEW AUTOMATIC SUBWAY

EASY
From 4am to 1am, the link between terminals, car parks and stations
And... The Mercure Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport & Convention

FAST
8 minutes from one terminal to another

TIME
Trains every 5 minutes

FREE
For all passengers